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POCKET HOLE SYSTEMS Instruction Guide Mini Krg Jig® (Models MKJ and MKJ Kit) RocketTM Jig (models R1 and R2) USA Pat. 5,676,500 Kreg Jig® ProPack (K2000 and K2000-PP models) US Pat.1 Table Of Warnings on Content and Warnings 2 Parts Identification 3-4 Fast Start Guide to Build Your First Pocket Hole Joint 5-6 K2000 Kreg Jig® 7-10 RocketTM Jig 11-12 Mini Krg Jig® 13-14 Choosing
the right screw Pocket Hole 15-18 Joinery Guide Faces Foot Frames and Rail Miters Angles and Curves Edgebanding Edgejoining Connecting Pocket Hole 19-20 21 -22 23-24 25-26 27 28 29 frequently asked questions 30-33 Guarantee and contact information 34Wars and warnings Thank you for the purchase! Kreg Tool is proud to produce high-quality tools and accessories that surpass only our
commitment to customer service. If after reviewing this guide you still have a question or concern that you would like to address, please visit our website by phone www.kregtool.com, call 800-447-8638 or by email customerservice@kregtool.com. This guide covers the basics of pocket hole carpentry holes including Mini Kreg Jig®, RocketTM Jig and K2000 Kreg Jig®.3 Parts Identification - points out that is
included in the Mini Kreg Jig® (MKJ) 3/8 Step Drill Bit (KJD) 3-#2 Square Driver Bit (D3) 6-#2 Square Driver Bit (D6) Standard Face Clip (SFC) Allen ga Key - 1/8 (AW18) Depth Collar (KJDC) 75 Pack 1-1/4 Rough Screws (SML-C125) 75 Pack 1-1/4 Thin Screws (SML-F1 25) 25 Pack 1-1/4 Thin Screws (SML-F125) (2) Support Wings Plastic Carrier Case (K2000 Case) Mini Krg Jig® Kit (MKJ KIT) RocketTM
Jig (R 1)4 RocketTM Jig Kit (R2) K2000 Kreg Jig® (K2000) Krg Jig® ProPack (K2000-PP)5 Three Steps to Your First Pocket Hole Joint Ready to Jump and Start Construction? Here's a quick start guide to building your first pocket hole joint. Before you start ... Several Pocket Hole Joinery Facts - You only need to drill a pocket hole into one of the blanks to be combined. No prior drilling of the second harvest
is required using self-tapping screws. - Step drill bit forms and a pocket hole for the screw head and a guide hole for the screw shank in one motion.6 2 STEP 2 - Preparation of blanks and drilled pocket holes. Prepare materials by squaring pieces, which will be connected at all edges. Place the drill a little in the drill and tighten securely. Place one piece that will be connected to the K2000 Kreg Jig® as
shown in Figure 3. Adjust the clamp switch press clip by turning the plastic pad to firmly hold the blank in jig.7 Setting -- K2000 Jig Kreg® K2000 Kreg Jig® consists of five main components; vertically (A), base (B), K2000 (C) risers Step (D) and 2 Retreat Support Wings (ProPack only) (E). (C) (A) (E) (D) (B) Before drilling any holes you must first assemble 1/4 hexagonal nut into the base of the jig. Turn the
jig over that switch clamp face away from you, the next place is 1/4 hexagonal nut loose in the hexagonal recess on on Base jig.8 Using K2000 Kreg Jig® K2000 Kreg Jig® is designed with standard settings that make it easy to join 1/2 , 3/4 and 1-1/2 thick material. These three thicknesses make up approximately 90 percent of the materials commonly used today in woodworking. If the thickness of the
material falls between one of the standard parameters, such as 1-1/4 stock, just use the settings closest to your thickness of material or build your own spacer unit, as shown on page 10.Using K2000 Kreg Jig® 9 Adjustment K2000 Kreg Jig® for material pocket width holes across the width of the working element of the working element is important in maximizing the strength of the joint. When designing
most woodworking projects, it is recommended to place two pocket holes across the entire width of the rail to keep the blank from twisting once it has been assembled. K2000 Kreg Jig® Tips and Tricks 10 TIP Pocket Hole Placement Tip! Although the K2000 Kreg Jig® is designed to work with three of the most common thicknesses of the material, a homemade specer can always be added to the base of
the jig to spread a pocket hole in any thickness of the material. Just remember that a 1/8 change in the height of the space will move the output of the screw point to 1/24 on the blank. Always check the number of propellers traveling in a scrap piece of material. Spacer Use K2000 Kreg Jig® portably.11TM Rocket Jig Setting Rocket Jig consists of 3 main components; vertically (A), base plate (B) and rocket
riser (C) Two (2) 3/4 screws and two (2) 2-1/2 screws are included to assemble 3 components in different drilling configurations. (A) (B) (C) RocketTM RocketTM Jig Sliding Base Plate uses a sliding base plate that allows The Kreg Face ClampTM to slide into the recess on the back of the jig and fasten it on the blank while drilling pocket holes. 12TM Using rocket jig rocket jig is similar to the K2000 Kreg
Jig® in that it maximizes joint strength across a wide range of material sizes by adding modular blocks to the base of the jig. These blocks adjust the screw's exit point to easily work with 1/2, 3/4 and 1-1/2 material. 1/2 Joined the material 1/2 thick. 1. Attach the base plate upright with step up and towards the drill guides, as shown in the right.13 Setting Mini Krg Jig® One drill guide Mini Krg Jig® is our most
positioned pocket hole tool. The jig is designed without leveling the fence, which allows it to be clamped at almost any angle or orientation on the edge of the blank. Great in situations where the project is already assembled and needs an extra pocket hole or in repair applications such as tightening the chair or desk rail to the foot.14 Using mini-Craig Jig® Positioning Mini Krg Jig® in the center of the screw
in the various thicknesses of the material is achieved set the base jig at this distance from the edge of the blank. (Be sure to clamp the jig on the blank Drilling) 1/2 To attach 1/2 thick material. 1. Clamp clamp the blank, which will be drilled on a stationary object, such as a work bench. 2. Set the depth collar to 3-5/16 from the drill's STEP bit. 3.15 Choosing the right KREG screw self-tapping screws are
specially designed for pocket carpentry holes. They have a self-tapping auger point that eliminates pre-drilling and a flat head that places the reddened bottom of the pocket hole. All of our screws use #2 square break drive. The deep niche square drive provides positive driver involvement to reduce the camera out. Like every KREG product, our screws are made from high quality materials.16 Head Styles
Puck Head (SML) screw our most popular head style because it provides the greatest amount of surface area to sit firmly at the bottom of the pocket. Available in both thin and rough threads, this style of head is highly recommended if the material in which the pocket is drilled is soft, such as plywood or pine. The big head of the puck assures that the screw is not overworked at the bottom of the pocket.
Figure (23) The second available head style is the head pan (SPS).17 Screw Penetration jig Installation This diagram illustrates the amount of screw penetration that will occur in the second blank in this position of any Krg Jig®. Always a scrap metal test before driving the final screws) - (1/2 material parameter of any Kreg Jig®) 1/2 Depth Collar setting is set at 3-5/16 from the stride of the drill bit. Self-
suthing screw frequently asked questions. 18 What type of screw (thread) should I use in hardwood, coniferous rocks? It is recommended to use a thin screw thread in hardwoods such as oak, maple, walnut, cherry, hickory, etc. Use rough screw threads in softer materials such as pine, plywood, melamine, MDF and board particles. What length of screw should I use? Typically, when you attach 3/4 of the
stock to 3/4 of the stock you will use a 1-1/4 screw. Face frames are common to many types of woodworking projects from closets to entertainment centers, doors and more. The thread that binds all these applications together is that the blanks are collected in a flat plane. The frames are usually collected from a material up to 1/2 to 2 thick. For cabinets, 3/4 thick material is the standard.20 2. Layout and
tag your blanks. We recommend you mock your cut blanks on the work bench and mark each piece on the side that will get pocket holes. Measure the angle to the corner for the square. Rail Story Stick Stile Rail Stile 3. Drill pocket holes at both ends of the rails. Prepare the jig you'll use to center the screw in the material thickness joins and set the depth of the collar accordingly (see jig instructions).21 The
foot and rail joint is standard table and assembly chair. Design options include either a back or a flash rail. Use angular braces or gusset to tighten the joint. Pocket holes can also be drilled up into the rail to attach the top of the top later The legs and rail components of A. Leg are the main vertical support that extends to the floor. Can be rotated, square, rectangular or tapered. B. Rail - Horizontal members
who are screwed in Leg. The C.22 Set-back Rail A rail, which is set back from the edge of the leg to emphasize reveal is a very common way to dress a table or chair and give design depth and complexity. This back set is very easy to achieve with a pocket carpentry hole. Cut a piece of material to the thickness of the desired set back (1/4 plywood works well). Fasten your leg to the bench with a clamp.
Butt 1/4 plywood, or desired material, against the foot in place, which will be joined.23 Mitered joints This section refers to mitered joints that are collected in a flat plane, such as an image frame. This is probably one of the most complex types of joints to produce with a pocket carpentry hole. Understanding how the orientation of the pocket hole and the width of the attached stock changes will make it easier
for you to join the frame. Miter Components A. Miter Wearing - external dot mitered blanks. B. Miter heel - inner corner mitered blanks. C.24 Steps to create miter joint 1. The material of the plane is up to a homogeneous thickness, rip up to the width and smash the rabbet if desired. 2. Cut the desired miter on the blank and position to drill pocket holes. There are several different ways to join mitered pieces
with a pocket carpentry hole. This example below focuses on connecting two 45 degree mitered pieces by placing two pocket holes through the blank perpendicular to the edge of the miter as shown in the picture on right.25 Corner/Curve corners and curves a great application for the pocket opening carpenter. With other methods of carpentry the corner joint should be held in alignment for a considerable
amount of time with bar clamps. Uneven pressure along the joint line can lead to bowing, gaps or bumps. The pocket hole joint solves this problem by putting constant pressure along the joint line in the form of screws that pull the two flat surfaces tightly together. Two 22-1/2 deg. pieces.26 Steps to create a corner link 1. Plane the stylings of the same thickness, rip on the width and cut the square to length.
Place the desired angle on the inner edge of one stile. 2. Build a jig assembly from a scrap stock. We recommend first cutting out the base plywood 8 to 12. The next laminate two 3/4 x 4 x 12 pieces of hardwood along with glue, then cut the block at an angle that 3/4 x 4 x 12 up will complement the desired copy at 45 deg. Build angle. Mountain is 3/4 x 4 x 12 before ripping on 45 deg.27 Edgebanding
Edgebanding, or placing a solid piece of wood edge on plywood or melamine to hide the unfinished edge is an excellent app for pocket carpentry holes. Usually used for countertops, countertops and shelves. In the past, this process will be completed or nails solid wood on plywood, which will require a lot of time filling and grinding Brad Brad or simply gluing the hard wood onto the plywood and keeping it in
place overnight with a bar clamps.28 Edgejoining Edgejoining, or assembling a harvesting edge to the edge, such as a solid wood countertop easily carried with a pocket carpentry hole. In traditional edgejoining, the blanks are only glued together and then the pipe is clamped overnight to allow the glue to be tweaked. With a pocket carpentry hole one is just glues and screws to assemble one layer at a time.
This process can be immediately followed by resurfacing and trimming to size without delay.29 Connecting a pocket hole Usually pocket holes are placed on the back or bottom of the project where they are hidden from view. From time to time, however, you may find the need to place one in a visible location. In this case, KREG produces a solid wooden pocket hole forks that can be glued into the overhead
screw and grinding flush to hide the hole. These forks are available in a variety of types of wood. Common frequently asked questions Why do I need to use a 2000 rpm drill to make pocket holes? Which brand do you recommend? The exercise, which is estimated at 2,000 rpm or higher, is considered woodworking. The RPM below is what is commonly seen in metal drills. The higher the RPM, the cleaner
the hole and the longer the bit of the drill lasts. The 1500 rpm drill will do its thing, but you'll see a little more wear on the bit over time. Most major tool manufacturers produce drills above 2000 rpm.31 Common frequently asked questions What is the recommended pocket hole interval between panels? We suggest you place pocket holes every 6-8 inches along the entire length of the blank for adequate
strength. Feel free to place them closer or further apart, as required by the app. I experience the movement of wood as I screw my joint together. How can I fix this? First of all, using our face clamps will eliminate most wooden movements while driving screw.32 How strong is the pocket hole joint compared to the mortise and tenon joint? This question is asked to us quite often. The Independent Laboratory
completed testing a few years ago that showed that the pocket hole joint failed at 707 pounds when subjected to a load of haircuts while the mortise and tenon joint failed at 453 pounds (approximately 56% stronger). Pocket joint holes are extremely strong for several reasons.33 Common frequently asked questions How can I get the longest life out of my drill bit? We offer the following few simple guidelines
to get the longest lifespan out of your bit drill. 1. Use a cord drill with a rating of 2000 rpm or higher (this is usually characterized as a woodworking drill, a metal-processing drill usually estimated below 1500 rpm). 2. Place the bit in the guide before starting 3. Make sure to drill until full about/min before you load it into the blank. Guarantee and contact information What type of warranty do pocket holes jigs
carry? We're sure you'll love your KREG products. Mini Krg Jig® Rocket™ Jig and K2000 Kreg Jig® all all Lifetime warranty on their hardened steel drilling guides when used with KREG KJD drill bits. All of our tools also have a 30-day guarantee of full satisfaction. POCKET HOLE SYSTEMS Kreg Tool Company 201 Campus Drive Huxley, IA 50124 Phone: 515-597-2234 Toll-free: 800-447-8638 Fax: 515-
597-2234 www.kregtool. Page 2 Fast Start Guide to Building Your First Pocket Hole Joint 5-6 Choosing the Right Screw Pocket Hole 15-18Plugging Pocket Hole 29Warranty and Contact Information 34 34 kreg k2000 pocket hole jig manual
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